FROM colonial times it was the custom of certain of the New England states to open each year’s session of the legislature with an annual election sermon. Since there is much history as well as fiery patriotism and dry theology in these old sermons, they have been sought by librarians and collectors. Many of them are excessively rare as well as extremely interesting. Since there is no adequate list of them, this checklist has been attempted. Complete collations are not given since they may, for the most part, be found in such works as Evans, Sabin and Gilman.

The largest collection for all of the states is at the American Antiquarian Society though in the cases of Connecticut and New Hampshire, somewhat more complete collections are to be found in the historical libraries of those states. The following list attempts to record copies in a few of the larger collections, together with the earlier titles located by Evans.

**Key to Ownership**

AAS . . . American Antiquarian Society  
BM . . . British Museum  
BPL . . . Boston Public Library  
CHS . . . Connecticut Historical Society  
CONG L . . . Congregational Library, Boston  
CSL . . . Connecticut State Library  
EI . . . . Essex Institute  
HCL . . . Harvard College Library  
HGR . . . Harold G. Rugg  
HPM . . . Hall Park McCullough
Connecticut Election Sermons

Sermons were preached from 1674 to 1830. In addition to being sold singly, the sermons for 1712 to 1736 were also sold in three volumes by Timothy Green, the printer. Later he issued a fourth volume containing the sermons from 1734 to 1746, and a fifth volume from 1747 to 1756, volumes four and five being owned by Mr. A. C. Bates.

1674  Fitch, James. An holy connexion. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1674.  AAS (imperfect), BPL, CHS, CSL, JHS, MHS (imperfect), WL (imperfect)

1675–1676  Probably none delivered

1677  Hooker, Samuel. Righteousness rained from Heaven. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1677.  PEQUOT

1678–1684  Probably none delivered

1685  Wakeman, Samuel. Sound repentance. Boston: Samuel Green, 1685.  CHS (slightly imperfect), CSL, NYPL, YC

1686  Whiting, John. The way of Israel's welfare. Boston: Samuel Green, 1686.  CHS, NYPL
1687-1689 Probably none delivered
1690 Pierpont, James. Copy requested for publication but probably not printed.
1691-1692 Probably none delivered
1693 Hooker, Samuel. Ordered printed in 1701 but probably never printed.
1694 Noyes, Moses. Probably not printed
1695-1696 Probably none delivered
1698 Woodbridge, Timothy. Probably not printed
   Title from Evans 895. Perhaps not printed
   Title from Evans 947. Perhaps not printed
1701 Webb, Joseph. Copy requested for publication but probably not printed.
1702 Chauncey, Charles. Probably not printed
1703 Davenport, John. Probably not printed
1704-1707 Probably not delivered
1708 Edwards, Timothy. Probably not printed
1709 Probably not delivered
   CHS, MHS
   AAS, BPL, CHS, Yale
   AAS (imperfect), CHS, NYHS
1714 Whitman, Samuel. Practical godliness the way to prosperity. New London: Timothy Green, 1714.
   AAS (imperfect), CHS, LAW, MHS, NYHS
   CHS, HCL, NYHS


1729 Davenport, John. Copy requested for printing but not given.


1732 Edwards, Timothy. All the living must surely die. N. London: T. Green, 1732.

1734 Chauncey, Nathaniel. The faithful ruler described. N. London: T. Green, 1734.
   AAS, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW (imperfect), YC
1735 Mix, Stephen. Copy requested but not printed.
1736 Marsh, Jonathan. God’s fatherly care. N. London: T. Green, 1737. AAS (imperfect), CHS, CSL, LAW, NYPL
1737 Colton, Benjamin. The danger of apostasie. N. London: T. Green, 1738. CHS, CSL, LAW
   AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW
1739 Woodbridge, Timothy. Refused copy for publication
1740 Heminway, Jacob. The favour of God. N. London: T. Green, 1740. CHS, HCL, LAW, YC
1741 Williams, Solomon. A firm and immoveable courage. N. London: T. Green, 1741. AAS, BPL, CHS, HCL, LAW
1743 Steel, Stephen. Copy requested but not given
   BPL, CHS, EI, HCL, LAW, MHS, NYHS, NYPL, YC
1745 Whitman, Elnathan. The character and qualifications of good rulers. N. London: Timothy Green, 1745. CHS, CSL, LAW, YC
1746 Hall, Samuel. The legislature’s right. N. London: Timothy Green, 1746. BPL, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW (imperfect), YC
1747 Hunn, Nathanael. The welfare of a government considered. N. London: Timothy Green, 1747. AAS, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW, NYPL, YC
1748 Eells, Nathaniel. The wise ruler a loyal subject. N. London: Timothy Green, 1748. AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, LC
1749 Todd, Jonathan. Civil rulers the ministers of God. N. London: Timothy Green, 1749. AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, LC, NYPL, YC
1750 Hobart, Noah. Civil government the foundation of social happiness. N. London: T. Green, 1751. AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, NYPL
AAS, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW, MHS, NYPL, YC

AAS, BA, CHS, CSL, LAW, YC

1753 Devotion, Ebenezer. The civil ruler. N. London: Timothy Green, 1753.
AAS, BPL, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW, MHS, YC

AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, LC, NYPL, YC

AAS (imperfect), CHS, CSL, LAW

AAS, BA, CHS, CSL, HCL, YC

1757 Reynolds, Peter. The kingdom is the Lord's. New London: John Green, 1757.
AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

AAS, CHS, CSL, YC

AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, UTS, YC

1760 Fish, Joseph. Christ Jesus the physician. New London: Timothy Green, 1760.
AAS, BM, CHS, CSL, LAW, MHS

AAS, BPL, CHS, CSL, LAW, UTS, YC

AAS (imperfect), BM, BPL, CHS, CSL, LAW, UTS, WL, YC

AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, UTS, YC

1764 Welles, Noah. Patriotism described and recommended. New London: Timothy Green, 1764.
AAS, BA, CHS, CSL, LAW, MHS, NYPL, YC

1765 Dorr, Edward. The duty of civil rulers. Hartford: Thomas Green, [1765].
AAS, BA, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW, LC, NYPL, YC
1766 Lee, Jonathan. A sermon. New London: Timothy Green, 1766. AAS, CHS, LAW, MHS, NYPL

1767 Eells, Edward. Christ, the foundation. Hartford: Thomas Green, [1767]. AAS, CHS, CSL, HCL, LAW, MHS


1769 Williams, Eliphalet. A sermon. Hartford: Green & Watson, [1769]. AAS, BPL, CHS, CSL, LAW, MHS, NYPL, WL


1771 Cogswell, James. A sermon. New London: Timothy Green, 1771. AAS, BA, CHS, LAW, MHS


1773 Wetmore, Izrahiah. A sermon. [New London:] T. Green, [1773]. AAS, CHS, CSL, JCB, LAW, MHS, YC

1774 Same, 2d ed., Norwich: Green and Spooner, 1775. LC, YC

1775 Perry, Joseph. A sermon. Hartford: Eben. Watson, 1775. AAS (imperfect), BA, CHS, CSL, LAW, MHS, NYPL

1776 Champion, Judah. Christian and civil liberty. Hartford: E. Watson, 1776. AAS, CHS, LAW, NYPL


1778 Whittelsey, Chauncey. The importance of religion. New Haven: Thomas and Samuel Green, 1778. AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW, LC, MHS, NYPL, YC


AAS, BA, BM, CHS, CSL, LAW, MHS, NYPL, YC

Trumbull, John. Copy requested but not given

Stiles, Ezra. The United States elevated to glory and honor. New Haven: Thomas & Samuel Green, 1783.


Wales, Samuel. The dangers of our national prosperity. Hartford: Barlow & Babcock, 1785.


Robbins, Ammi R[uhamah]. The empires and dominions of this world. Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1789.


Edwards, Jonathan. The necessity of the belief of Christianity. Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1794.


1799 Strong, Cyprian. The kingdom is the Lord's. Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1799.


       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

1812  Welch, Moses C.  An excellent spirit.  Hartford:  Hudson and Goodwin, 1812.
       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

1813  Lee, Chauncey.  The government of God.  Hartford:  Hudson and Goodwin, 1813.  Contains list of election
       sermons, 1674–1813.
       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, CSL, LAW

       AAS, CHS, LAW


1830 Boardman, Charles A. The duties and embarrassments of rulers. New Haven: L. Huntington Young, 1830.

No more delivered.

Massachusetts Election Sermons

Massachusetts election sermons were preached from 1634 to 1884 except for certain years noted below. The first known to have been printed was the sermon for 1661 which appeared in 1664.

1634 Cotton, John. Not printed
1635 None preached.
1636 None preached.
1637 Shepard, Thomas. Not printed
1638 Shepard, Thomas. Then sayd all the trees to the Bramble raine over us. Printed for the first time, from the original manuscript, in the N.E.H.G. Register, vol. 24, October, 1870, p. 361-366.
1639 None preached.
1640 None preached.
1641 Ward, Nathaniel. Not printed
1642 None preached.
1643 Rogers, Ezekiel. Not printed

"It is ordered the Printer shall have leave to print the Election Sermon with Mr. Mather's consent."
is not known that the sermon was ever printed. Suppositious title from Evans, based on the above quotation.

1645 Norton, John. Not printed
1646 Norris, Edward. Not printed
1647 None preached.
1648 Symmes, Zechariah. Not printed
1649 Cobbet, Thomas. [Massachusetts election sermon. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1649].

The thanks of the House were voted and the preacher was asked to have his sermon printed but no copy in print is known. Suppositious title from Evans, based on the above statement.

1650–1655 None preached.
1656 Chauncy, Charles. Not printed
1657 Norton, John. Not printed
1658 Mitchel, Jonathan. Not printed
1659 Eliot, John. Not printed
1660 Mather, Richard. [Massachusetts election sermon. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1660].

No copy known. Suppositious title from Evans.


1662 None preached.
1663 Higginson, John. The cause of God. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1663. AAS, BPL, MHS, NYPL
1664 Mather, Richard. Not printed
1665 Russell, John. Not printed
1666 Cobbet, Thomas. Not printed

1668 Stoughton, William. New-Englands true interest. Cambridge, 1670

1st ed., [4], 38, [1] p., 12mo. BA, HCL, MHS
2d ed., 40 p., 12mo. AAS (imperfect), BPL, MHS

1669 Davenport, John. A sermon. Printed in the year 1670. BPL

Same, facsimile reprint, Colonial Society of Mass.,
Publications, vol. 10, 1907, p. 1–6 and facsimiles. Same, preprinted as a separate, Cambridge, 1906. AAS, etc.


1671 Oxenbridge, John. New England freemen warned. [Cambridge:] 1673. AAS, MHS

1672 Shepard, Thomas. Eye-salve. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1673. AAS, BPL, HCL, JHS, MHS, NYPL

1673 Oakes, Urian, New-England pleaded with. Cambridge: Samuel Green, 1673. AAS, BPL, JHS, MHS, NYPL

1674 Torrey, Samuel. An exhortation. Cambridge: Marmande Johnson, 1674. AAS, BPL, JCB, JHS, MHS, NYPL

1675 Moody, Joshua. Not printed

1676 Hubbard, William. The happiness of a people. Boston: John Foster, 1676. AAS, BM, BPL, HCL, JCB, JHS, MHS, NYPL


1678 Phillips, Samuel. Not printed


1680 Bulkley, Edward. Not printed

1681 Brimsmead, William. Probably not printed. Sprague's "Annals," I: 256, says: "He preached the Election sermon in 1681, which was published." No copy, however, is known.

1682 Willard, Samuel. The only sure way. [issued with:] The child's portion. Boston: Samuel Green, 1684. AAS, BPL, HCL, MHS


1684 Hale, John. Not printed


1686  Wigglesworth, Michael. Not printed
1687-1688  None preached.

BPL, HCL, MHS, NYPL

Same, second impression, with imprint: Boston: S. Green for Joseph Brunning, Obadiah Gill and James Woode, 1690.

AAS, MHS


AAS, BPL, JCB, MHS

1691  None preached.
1692  Moody, Joshua. Not printed
1693  Mather, Increase. The great blessing. Boston: Benjamin Harris, 1693.

AAS, BA, BPL, HCL, MHS

1694  Willard, Samuel. The character of a good ruler. Boston: Benjamin Harris for Michael Perry, 1694.

AAS, BA, BPL, HCL, JCB, MHS


AAS, MHS


AAS (imperfect), BPL

1697  Danforth, John. Not printed

AAS, BPL, EL, HCL, JCB, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BPL, MHS


AAS, HCL, MHS


AAS, BPL, JCB, MHS


AAS, BPL, etc.

1702  Mather, Increase. The excellency of a public spirit.
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AAS, BPL, EI, HCL, MHS

AAS, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, MHS

AAS, BPL, EI, HCL, MHS

AAS, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, MHS

AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, MHS

AAS, BPL, EI, MHS

AAS, HCL, MHS

AAS, BPL, HCL, JCB, MHS

AAS, BPL, EI, JCB, MHS

HCL, MHS

AAS, BPL, HCL, MHS

1713 Treat, Samuel. Not printed

AAS, BPL, JCB, MHS

AAS (lacks title), EI, HCL, MHS

AAS, BPL, CONG L, HCL, JCB, MHS, YC

1717 Cotton, Roland. Not printed

1718 Colman, Benjamin. The religious regards we owe. Boston: B. Green, 1718.
AAS, BPL, EI, MHS

AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, MHS
1720 Stone, Nathanael. Rulers are a terror. Boston: B. Green, 1720. AAS, BPL, MHS
1721 Moody, Samuel. A sermon. Boston: Nicholas Boone, 1721. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1722 Hancock, John. Rulers should be benefactors. Boston: B. Green, 1722. AAS, BPL, HCL, MHS
1723 Colman, Benjamin. David's dying charge. Boston: B. Green, 1723. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1724 Sewall, Joseph. Rulers must be just. Boston: B. Green for Samuel Gerrish, 1724. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1728 Breck, Robert. The only method. Boston: B. Green for T. Hancock, 1728. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1729 Wise, Jeremiah. Rulers the ministers of God. Boston: T. Fleet for T. Hancock, 1729. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1731 Fisk, Samuel. The character of the candidates. Boston: T. Fleet, 1731. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS
1734 Barnard, John. The throne established. Boston: Printed 1734. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS
1736 Holyoke, Edward. Integrity and religion. Boston: J. Draper, 1736. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL
1737 Loring, Israel. The duty of an apostatizing people. Boston: S. Kneeland, 1737. AAS, BPL, MHS

AAS, BA, BPL, MHS, NYPL

1739 Clark, Peter. The rulers highest dignity. Boston: S. Kneeland, 1739. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BPL, MHS, NYPL

1741 Williams, William. God the strength of rulers. Boston: S. Kneeland, 1741. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BPL, MHS


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, MHS


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BPL, EI, MHS


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, WL

1747 Chauncey, Charles. Civil magistrates must be just. Boston: Printed by order, 1747.

AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, WL

1748 Lewis, Daniel. Good rulers the fathers of their people. Boston: John Draper for Daniel Gookin, [1748].

AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL

1752 No sermon preached on account of smallpox in Boston.

American Antiquarian Society [Oct., 1753]


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL

1755 Checkley, Samuel. A day of darkness. Boston: John Draper, 1755.

AAS, BM, BPL, EI, MHS, WL


AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, WL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, EI, MHS


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BPL, EI, JCB, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL, WL

1764 No sermon preached on account of smallpox in Boston.


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, JCB, MHS, NYPL, WL

Same, London: 1765, according to Evans 9964.


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL, WL


AAS, BM, BPL, EI, HCL, LC, MHS, WL
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1772 Parsons, Moses. A sermon. Boston: Edes and Gill, 1772. AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, MHS, NYPL


1774 Hitchcock, Gad. A sermon. Boston: Edes and Gill, 1774. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, LC, MHS

Same, Boston: Stanley and Usher, 1885. AAS


Same, reprinted in: The patriot preachers of the American Revolution. [New York:] Printed for the subscribers, 1860, p. 50–73. BPL, etc.


1776 West, Samuel. A sermon. Boston: John Gill, 1776. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NHHS


1777 Webster, Samuel. A sermon. Boston: Edes & Gill, 1777. AAS, BA, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL


Same, reprinted in Thornton, John W. The pulpit of


1780 Cooper, Samuel. A sermon. [Boston:] T. and J. Fleet and J. Gill, [1780].  

AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, HCL, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BPL, etc.


AAS, BM, BPL, EI, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BM, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BM, BPL, EI, JCB, MHS


AAS, BPL, EI, HCL, LC, MHS


AAS, BPL, EI, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, CHS, HCL, LC, MHS, NYPL, YC


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, LC, MHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BM, BPL, EI, JCB, LC, MHS, NYHS


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, LC, MHS, NYHS, NYPL


AAS, BA, BPL, EI, HCL, JCB, LC, MHS, NYHS, NYPL


1804 Kendal, Samuel. Religion the only sure basis. Boston: Young & Minns, 1804.


Same, Stockbridge: H. Willard, 1806.  
1809 Osgood, David. A discourse. [Boston:] Russell & Cutler, 1809. Contains list of preachers of election sermons, their addresses, texts and sizes of the sermons, from 1634 to 1809.  


Same, 2d ed., same imprint and date.


Same, 2d ed., same imprint and date.


Same, with the word “Boston” set in Gothic type.

Same, Boston: Carter and Hendee, Dutton and Wentworth, printers, 1830.

Same, London: British and Foreign Unitarian Association, 1830.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>Yeomans, John W.</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1834</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>Wainwright, Jonathan M.</td>
<td>Inequality of individual wealth.</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1835</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS, NYHS, NYPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>Bigelow, Andrew</td>
<td>God's charge unto Israel</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1836</td>
<td>Contains list of preachers of election sermons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td>Dana, Daniel</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1837</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1838</td>
<td>Storrs, Richard S.</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1838</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1839</td>
<td>Hopkins, Mark</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1839</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Codman, John</td>
<td>The importance of moderation</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1840</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>Damon, David</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1841</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1842</td>
<td>Gannett, Ezra S.</td>
<td>The religion of politics</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1842</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>Jackson, Samuel C.</td>
<td>Religious principle.</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1843</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>Chapin, E. H.</td>
<td>The relation of the individual to the republic</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1844</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>Braman, Milton P.</td>
<td>A discourse</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1845</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1846</td>
<td>Putnam, George</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1846</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847</td>
<td>Bisbee, John H.</td>
<td>A sermon</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1847</td>
<td>AAS, BPL, EI, MHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849</td>
<td>Pierce, John</td>
<td>Requisites to our country's glory</td>
<td>Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1849</td>
<td>Contains list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of preachers of election sermons, their addresses, texts and colleges, 1634–1849. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS

1850 Hitchcock, Edward. The inseparable trio. Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1850. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS

1851 Park, Edwards A. The indebtedness of the state to the clergy. Boston: Dutton & Wentworth, 1851. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS


1856 Seeley, Raymond H. A sermon. Boston: William White, 1856. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS


1858 Huntington, F. D. Christian citizenship. Boston: William White, 1858. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS


1861 Phelps, Austin. The relation of the Bible. Boston: William White, 1861. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS


Same, with following line printed above cover title: "With respects of A. H. Bullock." AAS


1866 Quint, Alonzo H. A sermon. Boston: Wright & Potter, 1866. Contains list of preachers of election sermons. AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
1875  Bolles, Edwin C. Preached from notes, never written out or printed.
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        Same, 2d ed., same imprint and date.
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
        AAS, BPL, EI, MHS
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1884 Miner, A. A. The rectitude of government the source of its power. Boston: Wright & Potter, 1884.

AAS, BPL, EI, MHS

No more delivered.

NEW PLYMOUTH COLONY ELECTION SERMONS

The New Plymouth Colony or as it was locally called, the Old Colony, existed from 1620 to 1691 and was in the latter year made a part of Massachusetts. So far as is known, only two Plymouth Colony election sermons were published.


Same, 2d issue, same imprint, 1670.

AAS, LC, MHS, NYPL (Brinley 882)

First issue has "Finis" in place of advertisement on last page.

Second issue has "Finis" above advertisement on last page and has pages 10, 11, 17 and others, reset.


MHS

NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION SERMONS

Election sermons were preached in New Hampshire from 1784 to 1831 and in 1861, with certain exceptions noted below.


AAS, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS, NYPL


First regular New Hampshire election sermon, the original manuscript of which is at AAS.

AAS, BM, EI, HCL, LC, MHS, NHHS, NHSL, NL
AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL

AAS (imperfect), NHHS, NHSL

1789 Noble, Oliver. Not printed

1790 Ogden, John C. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1790.
AAS, BA, BM, EI, JCB, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS

AAS, BA, BM, LC, MHS, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, BM, JCB, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS

1793 Probably none preached, certainly not printed.

AAS (imperfect), BA, BM, LC, NHHS, NHSL

1795 None preached.

AAS, BA, BM, EI, LC, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS, NYPL

AAS, BA, BM, EI, JCB, LC, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS

BM, EI, JCB, LC, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS, NYPL

AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, NHHS, NHSL

AAS, NHHS, NHSL

AAS (imperfect), BA, NHHS, NHSL

1805 Paige, Reed. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, [1805].
AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1806  Miltmore, James. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1806. AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1807  Bradstreet, Nathan. A discourse. Amherst: Joseph Cushing, 1807. AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1809  Rowland, William F. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1809. AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1813  Church, John H. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1813. EI, NHHS, NHSL
1814  Holt, Peter. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1814. AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL
1815  Sutherland, David. A sermon. Concord: George Hough, 1815. AAS, BPL, EI, LC, MHS, NHHS, NHSL, NYHS, NYPL, LC
1816  Dickinson, Pliny. A sermon. Concord: Isaac Hill, 1816. AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1817  Merrill, Daniel. The kingdom of God. Concord: Isaac Hill, 1817. AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL
1819  Parker, Nathan. A sermon. Concord: Hill & Moore, 1819. AAS, NHHS, NHSL
1820  Howe, James B. A sermon. Concord: Hill and Moore, 1820. AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL
1823  Dana, Daniel. An election sermon. Concord: J. B. Moore, 1823. AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL
1824  Tyler, Bennet. Religious principle. Concord: Jacob B. Moore, 1824. AAS, EI, NHHS, NHSL
1826 Ellis, Ferdinand. Civil government. Concord: Jacob B. Moore, 1826.  
1827 Williams, Nathaniel W. The reign of Jesus Christ. Concord: Jacob B. Moore, 1827.  
1830 Crosby, J[aazaniah]. The tendency of religious obedience. Concord: Hill and Barton, 1830.  
1832–1860 None preached.  

Vermont Election Sermons

Vermont election sermons were preached from 1777 to 1834 and from 1856 to 1858 except for certain years noted below.

Not strictly an election sermon but preached at the "framing" of the government of the State of Vermont at Windsor, July 2, 1777.  
LC, VHS, UV (Wilbur) (photostat copy)  
AAS, etc.  
UV (Wilbur), vsl

JCB, UV, UV (Wilbur) (photostat copy)

Same, reprinted in Magazine of History, Extra No. 172, Vol. 43, No. 4, 1931, p. 53–70 AAS, etc.

1779 Roots, Benajah. Not printed
1780 Avery, David. Not printed
1781 Olcott, Bulkley. Not printed
1782 Lyman, Gershom C.[lark]. A sermon. Windsor: Hough and Spooner, 1784. AAS, VHS (imperfect), VSL

1783 Bullen, Joseph. Not printed
1784 Swift, Job. Not printed

1786 Chapin, Pelatiah. Not printed
1787 Potter, Lyman. A sermon. Windsor: Hough & Spooner, 1788. UV

1788 Sill, Elijah. Not printed
1789 Foster, Dan. An election sermon. Windsor: Alden Spooner, 1790. AAS, BA, HCL, HGR, VSL

1790 Cazier, Matthias. Not printed
1791 Bell, Benjamin. The nature and importance. Windsor: Alden Spooner, [1791]. Not strictly an election sermon though delivered before the Legislature. AAS, BPL, EI, HGR, HPM, JCB, LC, NYHS

Shuttlesworth, Samuel. A discourse. Windsor: James Reed Hutchins, 1792. AAS, BA, HCL, HGR, MHS, VHS


1793 None preached.
1794 Williams, Samuel. A discourse. Rutland: James Lyon, 1794. HA, HGR, MHS

1795 Burton, Asa. A discourse. Rutland: Printed [by J. Kirkaldie] by order of the Legislature, 1795. AAS (imperfect), BM, JCB, LC, UV (Wilbur) (photostat copy), VHS, VSL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1796</td>
<td>Kent, Dan.</td>
<td>Electioneering for office defended.</td>
<td>Rutland: Printed by order of the Legislature, for Samuel Williams, 1796.</td>
<td>BM, NYHS, VHS (lacks p. 1-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1797</td>
<td>Whiting, Samuel.</td>
<td>A discourse. Rutland: Josiah Fay, 1797.</td>
<td>AAS, BA, BM, VSL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1799</td>
<td>Forsyth, William.</td>
<td>Palida mors. Windsor: S. Williams, 1799.</td>
<td>AAS, BM, HGR, LC, VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Wooster, Benjamin.</td>
<td>Not printed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>Lambert, Nathaniel.</td>
<td>A sermon. Windsor: Alden Spooner, 1801.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802</td>
<td>Atwater, Jeremiah.</td>
<td>A sermon, Middlebury: Huntington &amp; Fitch for Anthony Haswell, 1802.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VSL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td>Sage, Sylvester.</td>
<td>A sermon. Windsor: Alden Spooner, 1803.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1804</td>
<td>Ball, Heman.</td>
<td>A sermon. Bennington: Haswell &amp; Smead, 1804.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806</td>
<td>Merrill, Thomas A.</td>
<td>A sermon. Middlebury: A. Haswell, at the press of J. D. Huntington, 1806.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1807</td>
<td>Gross, Thomas.</td>
<td>A sermon. Randolph: Sereno Wright, 1807.</td>
<td>AAS, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1808</td>
<td>Eastman, Tilton.</td>
<td>A sermon. Randolph: Sereno Wright, 1808.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1809</td>
<td>Haynes, Sylvanus.</td>
<td>A sermon. Randolph: Sereno Wright, 1809.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VSL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810</td>
<td>Wright, Chester.</td>
<td>A sermon. Randolph: Sereno Wright, 1810.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>Skeel, Thomas.</td>
<td>A sermon. Rutland: William Fay, 1811.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>Beall, Isaac.</td>
<td>A sermon. Montpelier: Wright and Sibley, 1812.</td>
<td>AAS, HGR, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1813 Marsh, Daniel. A sermon. Montpelier: Walton and Goss, 1813. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1814 Lyman, Elijah. A sermon. Montpelier: Walton and Goss, 1814. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1815 Davis, Henry. A sermon. Montpelier: Walton and Goss, 1815. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
1816 Austin, Samuel. Religion the glory of a community. Montpelier: Walton and Goss, 1816. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
1817 Peck, Phinehas. A discourse. Windsor: Jesse Cochran, 1817. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, VHS, VSL
1818 Kendrick, Clark. A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1818. AAS (imperfect), HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1819 Converse, James. A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1819. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1820 Leonard, George. A sermon. Windsor: Ide & Aldrich, 1820. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1821 Bates, Joshua. A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1821. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
1822 Lindsey, John. A discourse. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1822. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
1823 Sawyer, Joseph W. A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1823. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS
1824 Chandler, Amariah. A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1824. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
Same, Woodstock: David Watson, Oct. 16, 1825. VHS Morse, William. A sermon. Woodstock: David Watson, 1825. UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
Same, 2d ed., Woodstock: Rufus Colton, 1827. AAS, HPM
1827 Goodwillie, Thomas. A sermon. Montpelier: Geo. W. Hill, 1827. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title &amp; Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>Woodman, Jonathan</td>
<td>A discourse. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1828. AAS, HGR, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Walker, Charles</td>
<td>A sermon. Montpelier: G. W. Hill, 1829. AAS, HGR, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830</td>
<td>Ingersoll, George G.</td>
<td>A discourse. Burlington: Chauncey Goodrich, 1830. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>Howard, Leland</td>
<td>Not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>Perkins, William S.</td>
<td>A discourse. Montpelier: Knapp &amp; Jewett, 1832. AAS, HGR, UV, UV (Wilbur), VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>Spicer, Tobias</td>
<td>Religion the only source of national prosperity. Montpelier: Geo. W. Hill, 1833. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>Skinner, Warren</td>
<td>Christ's kingdom in the earth. Montpelier: George W. Hill, 1834. AAS, HGR, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835-1855</td>
<td>None preached</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td>Child, Willard</td>
<td>A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1856. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857</td>
<td>McKeen, Silas</td>
<td>Civil government, a divine institution. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1857. AAS, HGR, UV, UV (Wilbur), VHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858</td>
<td>Thomas, C. A.</td>
<td>A sermon. Montpelier: E. P. Walton, 1858. AAS, HGR, HPM, UV, VHS, VSL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No more delivered.